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CLEW

MESSAGE
WELCOME

On behalf of the CLEW Leadership team, I'm delighted to launch the CLEW Forum 2023

session and resources package.    

The CLEW Forum is the only annual event specifically created to meet the professional

development needs of Victoria's Family Carer Lived Experience workforce.  

I'd like the thank the CLEW Forum Working Group for their tireless efforts in putting together

such a comprehensive, innovative and interesting forum. As well as thanking the speakers,

presenters and facilitators for their insights and expertise. 

I'd also like to thank Auntie Georgina Nicholson , Wurundjeri Elder for her Welcome to Country

as link to her presentation can be found here
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Leadership Team

Katrina Clarke (Chair), 
Anna Epifanio, Stacey Noble and Bliss

Jackman. 

https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/sites/CMHLworkingfromhome/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B3d1d1d9d-b991-4018-9b64-0a19704c1beb%7D&action=edit&wdPreviousSession=18bb3b03-e9e6-68e6-f2f4-d3e363366750


RESPECT 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

ADVOCACY 

COLLABORATION  

RELATIONSHIPS, CONNECTION,

COMMUNITY, MUTUALITY 

COMPASSION 

DIVERSITY 

FLEXIBILITY

CURIOSITY
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VALUES
OUR



A safe space for designated, employed, mental health family/carer lived experience workforce

(CLEW) to come together over workforce matters, advocacy, support and growth. 

Currently Identified as the preeminent leader for the emerging CLEW with a view to

becoming a recognised professional body. 

CLEW supports opportunities for member networking, community of practice, sharing of

best practice, group co-reflection/supervision, professional & leadership development.

CLEW actively advocates for promotion and progression of research and evaluation that

specifically focuses on CLEW issues including the nuances in the role. 

CLEW also acts as a centralised network for family/carer workforce, mental health sector

engagement & participation and provides access for ongoing opportunities in carer Led, co-

design & co-production activities.

The Collective Voice of the Carer Lived Experience Workforce in

Victoria

WORK
OUR
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CLEW Network - what is it?

CLEW Network - activities
Annual CLEW Professional Development Forum (2 Days)- this document is the session and

resocures package from the 2023 Forum

Bi-monthly Meeting and Co-reflection Space

A Community of Practice

A central Basecamp to facilitate distribution of information, resource and enable further

member connection 24/7

Advocate for the Combined Voice of Carer Lived Experience Workforce in all matters

affecting them 

Link to CLEW Website here

https://tandemcarers.org.au/Web/Web/Get%20involved/Carer-Lived-Experience-Workforce--CLEW.aspx?hkey=0d8426ed-1231-4d09-b910-ddee619d66cb


solo dancing and dancing together to building a table and crossing bridges.

We had the CLEW Values Workshop session to review our current values with Heather

Pickard - Thank you everyone, really rich responses and Heather will collate all this with

the CLEW leadership Team and this will inform the Family/Carer Discipline Framework.

Across the two days Lorna Downes – took us into the virtual Elevator 3 times to consider

creating a 1 minute pitch to promote our work. We worked on an elevator pitch to our

colleagues, then to a busy NUM at a service and finally to the Minister for Mental Health!  

Day 1 What a great first day we had!  There was something for everyone, from 

Mary O’Hagan and Fiona Patterson – who talked to being the Bridge from LE to the

Department and crossed the bridge to chat with CLEW today of which we are grateful.

The LE Branch has grown considerably to 26 staff currently. Mary highlighted the change

she has seen in the relationship between consumers and carers in Victoria and observed

that it’s based on relational ways of working-moving on from individualistic approaches.  

We all must work hard to keep these lines of communication open,  

Andrew Tomlinson from Tandem shared a wonderful poem and took us through his

reflections on Leadership after 30 years in the mental health sector. Andrew shared his

river with us (his special place) while he stated that it’s not healthy to separate our

personal lives from what we do. He invited us to bring our whole selves to work – making

yourself vulnerable is  leadership. Leadership has nothing to do with job title. Leadership is

doing hard things in a human way. Thank you Andrew.  A definite highlight of the forum.

We heard from Caroline Walters and the research team at Tandem in relation to the

Family/Carer Discipline Framework - Scope of Practice Project and Annette took us

through some Scope of Practice options to consider before going into work on the padlet.

This framework will be complete 31st DEC 23. We heard about the important interactions

the framework will have for CLEW through the Community of Practice, Supervision

Training, Bank of Role Descriptions and the introductory Training just to name a few. This

is an extremely important piece of work indeed that will be central to all we do.
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HIGHLIGHTS
DAY 1



PROFILE
Lorna Downes - Lived and Living Experience Instructional

Designer, CMHL

Lorna began her career in mental health in 2003. For 7 years

she worked in various roles supporting families and carers

through peer education, peer support and advocacy before

moving into mental health workforce development. 

Lorna is  an accredited Intentional Peer Support (IPS) core

skills facilitator and an Emotional CPR (eCPR) facilitator. She

has a Cert IV in Mental Health Peer Work, Cert IV in Training

and Assessment and a Diploma of Counselling and

Communication Lorna is  also an accredited foster carer.

Importantly her work is grounded in her experience of caring

for family and friends affected by trauma, mental distress and

substance use. 

ELEVATOR PITCH

LORNA
DOWNES 

ACTIVITY
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Fun activity allowing participants to fine tune their story

about the job they do.

Have you ever found yourself having to explain what you do,

and don't do, to others in your organisation? 

Family/carer LE work isn’t well understood by our non-lived

experience colleagues in mental health and community

services. 

Over the course of the two days of the forum the Elevator

Pitch sessions will give you a chance to have a bit of fun trying

out different ways of speaking to others about your role and

tailoring your message to maximise your impact! 

FROM
THE
CHAT

We are superheroes of

caring.  We are caring

for colleagues, We

work towards

sustainability of our

disciplines.  we

provide Outreach and

advocacy."

"Great to connect with

other carer workers to

talk about this as we

are constantly

reframing, developing

our language and

narrative re our work

and workforce."

"I like to ask them

what they understand

my role is and how

they would want to

work together...Carer

LE workers are not a

threat to clinicians, we

do not do clinical work

but compliment their

work." 



PRESENTATION
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Mary O'Hagan -  Executive Director Lived Experience in the

Mental Health and Wellbeing Division at the Department of

Health in Victoria. 

Mary O’Hagan was a key initiator of the psychiatric survivor

movement in New Zealand in the late 1980s and was the first

chairperson of the World Network of Users and Survivors of

Psychiatry between 1991 and 1995. She has been an advisor to

the United Nations and the World Health Organization. 

Mary was a full-time Mental Health Commissioner in New

Zealand between 2000 and 2007. Mary established the

international social enterprise PeerZone which provides peer

support and resources for people with mental distress. She has

written an award-winning memoir called ‘Madness Made Me’

and was made a Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit in

2015. 

All Mary’s work has been driven by her quest for social justice for

one of the most marginalised groups in our communities. 

We will discuss the opportunities created by the Royal

Commission, the role of the Lived Experience Branch and our

vision for the lived experience workforces. 

SESSION

MARY
O'HAGAN

FROM
THE
CHAT

"The relational vs

individualistic

approach is such a

cornerstone of the

FC viewpoint. It's a

challenging space

for our colleagues

outside of the

family/carer

workforce, but is

critical to develop

conversations and

approaches around

where appropriate." 

"As a young, queer,

gender diverse

person of colour, I

do sometimes

experience impostor

syndrome being in

the carer space -

appreciate there’s a

conscious effort to

address this." 
A link to Mary and Fiona's presentation is here 

To join the Department of Health Lived Experience Branch mailing list

email: livedexperiencebranch@health.vic.gov.au 

https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EZnSNldergpIm--GEmdkDasBHo7_hl9sWbTSl-9KXtBXFA?e=euegUS
https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EZnSNldergpIm--GEmdkDasBHo7_hl9sWbTSl-9KXtBXFA?e=euegUS
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Fiona Patterson - Director, Carer. Lived Experience

Branch, Mental Health and Wellbeing Division,

Department of Health

Fiona recently joined the Department of Health as

Director, Lived Experience (carer), having been the

Director, Independent Advisory Council to the NDIS since

2019. 

Fiona has senior carer and consumer advocacy experience

across sectors, including cancer and heart disease,

coupled with Victorian Government experience across

Health Promotion, Women’s, Youth and Community

Development portfolios. 

With mental health carer lived experience, Fiona has a

particular interest in the support needs of young carers

and those from rural and regional communities. 

We will discuss the opportunities created by the Royal

Commission, the role of the Lived Experience Branch and our

vision for the lived experience workforces. 

SESSION

FIONA
PATTERSON

FROM
THE
CHAT

"Understanding the Act

and any Rights that are

enshrined in the Act is

only part of the

equation.  The

challenge is getting

services to embrace

their responsibilities

with regard to families

- this is true of each

new Act."

The clinical space

tends to interpret the

ACT as reinforcing an

individualistic

perspective, hence the

need to educate

services and hold them

accountable to be

more holistic and

relational. This is an

ongoing and very real

barrier in Family/Carer

practice and often

results in the carer

voice being

marginalised further."

RESOURCES
Information about the MH and Wellbeing Act 2022 can be found here  

through Tandem

Link to the  Rising Together report can be found here  

https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EQFdB7UjubtKvYPKh51_k8UBQzQchm5NxWIER00mKL6eHw?e=0dt6r0
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EQFdB7UjubtKvYPKh51_k8UBQzQchm5NxWIER00mKL6eHw?e=0dt6r0
https://cmhl.org.au/sites/default/files/RisingTogether_report_web_final.pdf
https://cmhl.org.au/sites/default/files/RisingTogether_report_web_final.pdf
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Andrew Tomlinson - Deputy CEO, Tandem

Andrew is working in a designated family/carer lived/living

experience position He is motivated to work towards a

mental health system which is driven by compassion,

meeting people, consumers and their families, carers and

supporters, where they are at, as equals A system which

empowers people to courageously explore life and realise

potential. Andrew is also a credentialled mental health nurse

and has worked in a range of roles in public mental health,

AOD services, and not-for-profits in Victoria, New Zealand and

the UK over the past 30 years, for many of those years in

leadership positions.

LE practice really does require us to bring our whole self to our

work.    

You can’t lead alone. Family Carer LE workers believe in a vision of a

very different system.   

Wise compassionate leadership – the ability to do hard things in a

compassionate way. 

Trust your voice, trust your gut and trust your language. 

Leadership is over glorified! There is no movement without the first

follower. The best way to make a movement is to courageously

follow and encourage others.   

Reflections on Leadership

SESSION

ANDREW
TOMLINSON

FROM
THE
CHAT

"For me, building

relationships and

allies in my team if I

am the only LE

worker has been so

important to bounce

ideas and bring up

challenging topics

to discuss and move

forward."

"My take is I"m

imagining being in

the room with my

carer colleagues

and all the Carers I

have spoken with

who've shared some

of their experience.

It doesn't make it ok

but its a little easier

to be courageous. 

Andrew's presentation can be found here and a copy of his poem

can be found here

https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EfbzcShQcTlFrh15s8hUtXMBVyBrAHslWx2XZrMWGgpwaA?e=EoGjZ8
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EVQ5uO5TFA5AtSVZ15DSLYABqPQjAf4gpKAAja-HB-a_sA?e=5E4gEW
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Heather Pickard - Heather Pickard Consultancy

Heather brings to her work a mixture of clinical skills, governance

expertise, and her own personal lived experience of long-term intentional

change. 

Heather directed her career as a registered nurse toward the alcohol and

other drug (AOD) sector, managing a suite of services at Monash Health.  

Heather was the CEO of the Self Help Addiction Resource Centre (SHARC),

a sector leader in lived experience AOD work with varied programs

covering service user advocacy, family services, supported residential

recovery and peer workforce development. Heather is a Board Director at

Grampians Health Services, and the Director of the National Nurse and

Midwife Health Service, leading the establishment of a nationwide health

and wellbeing service, by nurses for nurses. 

How do we practice values in our work? 

Are these still CLEW’s values? 

Are there any new ones? 

Has the recent RC reform changed our consideration around

values?

Heather gave an overview of the CLEW values and clarified that

CLEW doesn’t currently have clear principles, and a further

workshop would need to occur to develop those principles.

Participants then moved in to breakout rooms to discuss:

The outcome of this workshop will inform the updated CLEW

values and will be shared through CLEW meetings in the future.

SESSION

CLEW VALUES
WORKSHOP  

FROM
THE
CHAT

 Connection,

Leadership, Ethics,

Wholistic 

Care living

empowerment

wholistic 

Connection, Lived

Experience, Ethics,

Wholistic 

Connection, Lived

experience, Ethics

Wonder 

Care, Link, Ethics,

Worldview 

Compassion,

Authenticity,

Relational, Ethical 

Discussion in the chat

that the current

values align well.   

There were some

great ideas to tie the

CLEW values to the

acronym CLEW:

or and acronym which

is easier to remember

Heather's presentation can found here.

https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EYE3rGAhco9Cmvj0jfq52nkBeY1XJ-BNxqlYLzuW2C8Stg?e=eFQpIQ
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Caroline Walters - Senior Family Carer Researcher, Tandem, 

Caroline’s prior role was as a lived experience Advisor,

advocating for families within Mental Health System Reform,

including initiatives around family carer workforce and new

Mental Health and Wellbeing Legislation. Caroline has

worked long-term in health care research and is undertaking

a PhD, at Monash University, exploring methodologies to

elevate and engage family voices in system change.

Deua Stojanovska - Research Assistant and 

Amaya Alvarez - Senior Family Carer Researcher co-

facilitated the session.

Annette Mercuri – Lived Experience Advisor presented

Discipline Framework Scope of Practice: Defining what we do. 

The presenters will give a brief update on the Family Carer

Workforce Discipline Framework and would like to explore with

the attending members of CLEW, what is their scope of

practice. 

Break out rooms will be utilised to gather an early consensus of

family carer workforce scope of practice.

SESSION

DISCIPLINE
FRAMEWORK

FROM
THE
CHAT

"I love this

development of

descriptive

language around

our roles."

"I feel CPSW and

LEW will be taken

more seriously and

included as part of

the team when we

have a recognised

training

framework." 

"Really useful for us

to think about these

things and all share

in it together. So

many voices !!!!

What an amazing

community we

have" .A link to the PowerPoint presentation from the session

can be found here and here.

https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EYRhBTKNjXVGrAX_hyUH5vIBxeu8mqMURXwFvG01fsjQaw?e=ar3X0w
https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EYRhBTKNjXVGrAX_hyUH5vIBxeu8mqMURXwFvG01fsjQaw?e=ar3X0w
https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EYRhBTKNjXVGrAX_hyUH5vIBxeu8mqMURXwFvG01fsjQaw?e=ar3X0w
https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EUf705naTHlMi_oRL5VomPMBVxldrWaPvtovZS1SfHNUQw?e=PSBUAd
https://cmhlvic.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/CMHLworkingfromhome/EYRhBTKNjXVGrAX_hyUH5vIBxeu8mqMURXwFvG01fsjQaw?e=ar3X0w


Day two started off with puppies and this became one of the connecting points of the day

thought to  the Panel in the afternoon. Building the table again featured as did our value of

connection, compassion and relationships. 

Acknowledgement of Country - Kanisha Wills – We looked at examples of acknowledgements

of country and learnt how to make our own. Kanisha talked to us about cultural load and

called on non-Aboriginal people to think and feel deeply and with gratitude when doing an

Acknowledgement of County.  Inspiring stuff, thank you so much Kanisha.

Understanding the needs of Aboriginal Kinship Carers. This is about all of us.-Julieanne

James  shared the 35 years in her work in Aboriginal  health and well being. She talked to us

about kinship carers where informal arrangement is more common. Julieanne described how

she worked to be able to mould programs to meet the needs of the people rather then the

other way around. Julieanne spoke about programs at Bouverie Centre, Black Dog Institute,

Rumbalara Aboriginal Cooperative and Djirra. Julieanne really encourages people to reach out

to their ACCHO (Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation) and ask the family

they are working with, who they would like involved in their supports. Walk in off the street

and ask your local ACCHO, no question is a silly question. Find your local service, approach

them, most will be really accommodating. Thank you Julieanne for such practical wisdom.

Sharing Our Wisdoms & Ways of Working– Where together we built the table! 

Groups moved through three sessions of their choice, in each breakout room the facilitators

and scribes used Padlet to capture the rich discussions. Lovely to feel so connected to others in

our workforce and share common ideas, concerns, feelings and challanges.

Affirmations and Glimmers with Amanda and Kelle who kept us breathing and centring us

midway through and at end of day 2. Glimmers the opposite of triggers. What are your

glimmers?  Sit with a Glimmer for more than 30 seconds and you can turn them into glows! 
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HIGHLIGHTS
DAY 2



Leading with Kindness 

Holding a responsibility to raise our voice from others 

Building relationships and allies . It can be lonely – connections are important 

The word career and leadership isn’t comfortable – it feels different – not corporate like 

Gaining of confidence is linked to authenticity – not shying away – leaning in

Sharing power – integrity is wrapped up in our values – not being afraid to have a voice  

It’s striking a balance - imaging what leadership could look like that’s different  

Sitting in tension while we work it out 

Grit – is what can get you through tender self-compassion & fierce self-companion  

Speak up – raise things to the highest high 

Create a good culture and work environment

The fights not over – hold the system to account 

There are career opportunities - put yourself forward to lead

Day 2 Continued...

 Our Journeys :Leading the Way –Jen Bite’ shared an amateur video montage of thoughts

and reflections of family carer LE workers. There were many comments in the chat

celebrating the openness and honesty of the stories.  Please note: We are unable to share

a link to the video montage as is was created for exclusive use on Day 2 of the Forum.

Panel-Leapfrogging into Leadership – Bliss Jackman and Jan Holt facilitated questions to

the panel from members Violetta Peterson, Dr Caroline Lambert, David Neef, Kate Bristow

and Lisa Casaceli and they shared with us how they navigate the stepping stones towards

leadership, advocacy and reform. Such a wealth of amazing experience and expertise.
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HIGHLIGHTS
DAY 2

CONTINUED...
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Kanisha Wills - Is  a Torres Strait Islander woman currently

studying psychology and neuroscience. Kanisha currently

works as a Health Service Receptionist at Orygen, an

Indigenous Course Content Developer at UniSA, and a

Bartender. Kanisha has also just started to volunteer on the

Youth Advisory Committee at Headspace Bentleigh.

While studying, Kanisha has been working in a variety of

spaces to gain a diversity of knowledge and experience. Her

past experiences are in customer service, Indigenous Men’s

Health research, academic writing, and consulting. She has

interests are in child and adolescent mental health,

Indigenous health and neuropsychological disorders.

This session is all about learning how to create your own

Acknowledgement to Country that is respectful and

meaningful. You’ll learn a few different ways of respectfully

speaking from the heart and have the opportunity to share

your own thoughts on and ways of doing so in breakout

rooms. 

KANISHA WILLS

FROM
THE
CHAT

"That was great

Kanisha - for me

storey telling is a

very unique element

of First Nations

history that I feels

really resonates for

us in the

family/carer lived

experience

workforce."

Thank you Kanisha

for sharing your

experience around

cultural load and

knowledge. It's got

me thinking &

feeling deeply.

thank you 

I have learnt from

you today and

thank you for your

encouragement."

 

View Kanisha's presentation notes here and Powerpoint

slides here. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF COUNTRY

https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EU7HE-EiMHNAr9gNIzknJUIBtAO4uewbB8mpNU1NH-NgFw?e=a4vd8w
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EX34H30cOvdIlCb7cXR_Y5QBBS9CsqUc1uRkz9amNxvGEw?e=e9wjmN
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/EU7HE-EiMHNAr9gNIzknJUIBtAO4uewbB8mpNU1NH-NgFw?e=65BASc
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 Julieanne James – Aboriginal Project Officer - Bouverie    

A descendant of the Yorta Yorta and Gunai Kurnai peoples of Victoria,

Julieanne’s work in program and policy formulation specific to the

Aboriginal Affairs portfolio has been vast and highly influential. Prior to

taking up the Cultural Advisor and Counselling role with the Bouverie

Centre, in 2023, she has held Senior positions within both the Aboriginal

Community Controlled and Government sectors for the past 35 years.

These roles have included Victorian State Training Manager of the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission, Senior Aboriginal

Advisor with the Office of Women’s Policy, Executive Manager of

Rumbalara Family Services Shepparton, and State Engagement Advisor

with knowmore Legal Service. 

Understanding the needs of Aboriginal Kinship Carers. This is

about all of us.    Julieanne shared the highlights of her career

which have been empowering Aboriginal people to take on

leadership roles within their Communities, establishing core

resources and critical supports for Aboriginal Kinship Carers,

identifying opportunities for Aboriginal people to be self-

determining in programs which are most appropriate to them,

their families and communities. Julieanne is dedicated to

building partnerships and connecting people up and

addressing barriers to access.

SESSION

ABORIGINAL
KINSHIP CARERS

FROM
THE
CHAT

"Beautiful work

Julianne in such a

dynamic responsive

and collaborative

way. It reminds me

of co production/ Co

design principles/" 

"I trained a peer

support worker who

had lived experience

of child removal and

reunification and

supported other

Aboriginal people to

reunify with their

kids. I’d love to see

more Aboriginal

peer support

programs." 

"Every community

needs Julianne in it

to make things

work." 
Links to the organsations and programs shared in Julianne’s

presentation can be found in the Value Add section on page 21



6

Resources for our work 

Staying in the Family Carer lane – recognising peer drift and

managing the boundaries  

Coming from the heart & caring for the heart  

The small griefs – working with feelings of happiness, joy and grief.  

Leadership and mentoring (inclusive of Supervision & Reflective

Practice)

Finding our voice – elevating the family/carer voice in advocacy and

reform 

Firstly some context – from the evaluations of the CLEW Forum 2022 we

heard that connection was important, information sharing was

important, practical skill development was important – given the

limitations of  online environment, the working group shaped this

session off the back of this feedback and ambitiously aimed for

Basecamp on steroids! 

Participants were offered a series of opportunities via breakout rooms to

chose 3 topics that interested or challenged them: 

Breakout room/Padlet topics:  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

It was slightly messy to start with – the wild west of breakout rooms – but

we all leaned in and enjoyed the conversations and connection.

WORKSHOP

RESOURCES

PROFILE
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Interactive session - Sharing our Wisdoms and Ways of working in a

changing Mental Health Landscape - Jacqui Hill and Kelle Reid, Workforce

Development Coordinators, CMHL. Breakout rooms facilitated by CLEW

forum Working Group, CLEW Leadership Team and CMHL staff.

SESSION
SHARING OUR
WISDOMS

FROM
THE
CHAT

Would have loved

more time for these

wonderful

discussions...great

ideas... 

Agree - I love how

diverse the lived

experience

workforce is. Rather

than just health/

allied health fields

often Lived

experience has

come from totally

different fields and

brings diversity in

thinking the

workplace 

“Such richness in

our conversations.” 

"I hope our new

members feel as

loved and

supported.  We are

so grateful that you

have joined us."

Links to  image of zoom whiteboard and padlets can be found in the

Value Add section on page 21

https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/Documents/Attachments/Changing%20MH%20landscape%20Zoom%20whiteboard.png?web=1


AFFIRMATIONS
& GLIMMERS

ACTIVITY

RESOURCES
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Amanda Pockett is Family Carer Consultant. ELMHS, Monash

Health. Amanda is a certified meditation, Hatha, Chair and Yin

yoga training. Amanda believes we can all find moments to

‘be present’ or ‘in the now’ when we focus our attention-even

for a few minutes- on moving our bodies and using our breath.

Kelle Reid, Workforce Development Coordinators, CMHL

Affirmations and Glimmers

Affirmations - positive affirmations are an easy and powerful

fun tool that can help us build and maintain our well being. 

In this quick and easy session, we will help you chose an

affirmation that works for you and together do some easy

breath work using our chosen affirmation. 

Have you heard about Glimmers? Glimmers are the opposite

of triggers. Glimmers are small moments that spark joy or

peace, which can help cue our nervous system to feel safe or

calm. This mindset shift can make a positive impact on our

health and well being. During the session, participants were

encouraged to go Glimmer hunting, then sit with their

Glimmer for 30+ seconds and turn their Glimmer into a Glow.

FROM
THE
CHAT

Thanks Amanda, I

am relaxed and

calm and embraced

that."

"I love the way some

street art puts a

smile on my face,

and the if I look

around and watch

others and see their

smiles too...that's

happy moments

right there. Tx for

reminder."

"My happy place is

the beach." 

"Love glimmers, one

of many things I'll

be taking away with

me today to

practice

daily...thank you." 

'Breathe it in' by Beautiful Chorus on spotify here 

Find out more about Glimmers  here  on tiktok and this  

magazine article

https://open.spotify.com/track/0uYzGonNqyzWdG04Z4f9IO?si=eb527db255534b18&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/track/0uYzGonNqyzWdG04Z4f9IO?si=eb527db255534b18&nd=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@heydrjustine/video/7063830906879986991
https://www.hellomagazine.com/healthandbeauty/health-and-fitness/496911/glimmers-what-are-they-how-to-spot-them/
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7
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Panel – Leapfrogging into Leadership – navigating the

stepping stones towards leadership, advocacy and reform

Bliss Jackman and Jan Holt facilitated questions to the panel

from members Violette Peterson, Dr Caroline Lambert, David

Neef, Kate Bristow and Lisa Casaceli and they shared with us

how they navigate the stepping stones towards leadership,

advocacy and reform. 

How have you leaned into leadership? 

Traditional leadership speaks to power what

are the pros and cons? 

Everyone has a personal leadership style –

how has it evolved? 

Do you have any tips and tricks for surviving

and thriving ? 

What are your hopes? 

The panel were asked to discuss the following

questions: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

SESSION

Power in the

absence of

accountability and

transparency is NOT

leadership."

I am excited at how

large our Carer LE

Workforce has

grown and today

showed the level of

passion everyone

brings to their work!

 How we can

nurture the

emerging

leadership in our

workforce so we

don’t have to

leapfrog. We can

develop into these

leadership roles.  

Serendipity and

bumbling and

stumbling are all

valid ways of

moving forward." 

FROM
THE
CHAT



FROM THE CHAT...

Our lived experience as our

expertise is a challenging transition

to make in workplaces.

Interesting that most do not

understand our role or that we may

have ongoing carer roles not "lived"

this highlights the need for flexible

workplace arrangements to support

workers who are still in an active

caring role.

Peer drift occurs in many ways.  LE

practice has many strengths and

balancing power and working

toward what we want instead of

accepting what doesn't work are

just two.
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We are superheroes of caring.  We

are caring for colleagues, We work

towards sustainability of our

disciplines.  We provide Outreach

and advocacy.

We are not translators, however I

relate to that we are interpreters- for

carers, for clinicians, for fellow LEW,

Deconstructing and explaining

acronyms, clinical language,

different roles, how things do work

currently, whilst looking out for how

things could work. It can be a lot.

(We) walk alongside carers, listen

without judgement, reassure them

that we have been through a similar

experience.

Mother blaming is still rampant.  

Along with families in general.

caring predominantly falls to

women, particularly Mothers.

(To Mary O’Hagan and Fiona

Patterson)   Interesting how you find

yourselves being bridge makers too

at the lived experience branch. It

must be a sign that we are all really

are building bridges and

formulating new frontiers for well-

being and mental health care for all.

One of the other challenges is the

EBA doesn't really allow for

Leadership growth in roles that

enables pay levels to reflect role

expectations.

Really well said Mary it's a bit of a

strange space to be in, in a lived

experience role and identifying with

our LLE colleagues in the sector, but

also working for the government

and not being viewed as part of the

sector.

Our values shows the collective

principles we work from, what’s

important to us and how we act,

(how we) want to be seen and how

we carry ourselves.

Quality leadership and power don't

always coincide of course. I certainly

think there are ways to do things

differently in a consensus manner

rather than a hierarchical system.

First Nations thinking can teach us

in this space as well.

I think recognising that leadership

sits differently in different spaces

and having respect for that in giving

airspace to that - wouldn't want to

be in a Director position at all but

want to be listened to and

empowered in those spaces.

(Working in the) LLE workforce

provides more opportunities for

people who experience poverty

through education and

employment disruption and I love

this and never forget this. 



Link to the spotify playlist

Link to Rising Together

Links to websites: 

CMHL,  

Tandem

Dept of Health LE,   

Basecamp, 

Sharc,

The Bouverie Centre

Rumbalara Aboriginal cooperative

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Lived Experience Centre (Black Dog Institute)

Djirra - Sharing Stories, finding solutions

ACCHO (Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisations)

Mental Health and Wellbeing Act handbook

Lived Experience Digital library

Some useful information around the Mental Health and Wellbeing Locals and Family

Carer Led Centres

Session 6, Sharing our Wisdoms and Ways of working:

Link to copy of Zoom whiteboard here

Copy of Padlets (the same documents are also included on pages 22-24):

Learning Together - Resources for our work 

Learning Together- Staying in the Family Carer Lane

Leaning In - coming from the Heart, Caring for the heart

Leaning In - the small griefs, working with feelings of happiness, joy and grief

Leading The Way - Leadership and mentoring

Leading the Way - finding our voice
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VALUE ADDS

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2Z1AoyoLtuSAEvpu1dcrLn?si=9d3229aa17a44d01&nd=1
https://cmhl.org.au/sites/default/files/RisingTogether_report_web_final.pdf
https://cmhl.org.au/sites/default/files/RisingTogether_report_web_final.pdf
https://www.tandemcarers.org.au/
https://www.health.vic.gov.au/mental-health/mental-health-wellbeing-reform
https://3.basecamp.com/3624827/projects
https://www.sharc.org.au/
https://www.latrobe.edu.au/research/centres/health/bouverie
https://rumbalara.org.au/
https://www.latrobe.edu.au/research/centres/health/bouverie
https://djirra.org.au/
https://www.naccho.org.au/acchos/
https://www.health.vic.gov.au/mental-health-and-wellbeing-act-handbook
https://livedexperiencedigitallibrary.org.au/
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/mhwlocal
https://tandemcarers.org.au/Web/Web/CampaignsResearch/Family%20and%20Carer-led%20Centres.aspx
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/Documents/Attachments/Changing%20MH%20landscape%20Zoom%20whiteboard.png?web=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2FLearning+together+-+resources+for+our+work.png&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments&ct=1693465376654&or=OWA-NT&cid=5deef6ef-fb8a-265a-225b-16103d921403&ga=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/Documents/Attachments/Learning%20together,%20staying%20in%20the%20family%20carer%20lane%201.png?web=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2FLearning+together+-+coming+from+the+heart%2C+caring+for+the+heart.png&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments&ct=1693465923261&or=OWA-NT&cid=cbecdf08-950d-5185-142d-155318774102&ga=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2FLeaning+In+-+The+small+griefs+-+working+with+feelings+of+happiness+joy+and+grief.png&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments&ct=1693466024442&or=OWA-NT&cid=460715e5-b85a-8e6c-eaf1-7e1331aac934&ga=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2FLeading+the+Way+-+Leadership+and+mentoring.png&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments&ct=1693466083804&or=OWA-NT&cid=2a2a7fec-fb60-50df-845d-260b54b1d8d1&ga=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2FLeading+the+way+-+Finding+our+voice.png&parent=%2Fpersonal%2Fkelle_reid_cmhl_org_au%2FDocuments%2FAttachments&ct=1693466211619&or=OWA-NT&cid=28aa3a56-9447-4396-810f-a51bb42a6b90&ga=1
https://cmhlvic-my.sharepoint.com/personal/kelle_reid_cmhl_org_au/Documents/Attachments/Leading%20the%20way%20-%20Finding%20our%20voice%201.png?web=1
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